
OTHER PROPOSED EXHIBITS

IMAX 3-D THEATRE -- The most powerful and involving film experience in the
world, with breathtaking images up to eight stories high and wrap-around 12,000-
watt digital sound. IMAX movies will offer every visitor a journey beyond their
imaginations --from biplanes to space stations. Newly released movies can create
opportunities to host exciting and unique events, including ‘FLY-IN PREMIERES’
DIGITAL LEARNING CENTER WITH “INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES” Propellers,
sticks, rudders and clouds come to life and inspire visitors. Learn how airplanes fly
by moving the stick, how changing a rudder affects the flight path, how to
navigate by using radio beams, how to communicate by tapping out a message in
Morse Code, how to gauge the weather without Doppler...and many more
‘interactive learning adventures.’ Distance learning classrooms will be “hooked up”
and ready to share lesson plans and learning modules for different grade levels
with classrooms all over the world
HALL OF PROPELLORS - Showcasing aircraft propellers from WWII aircraft...from
the smallest trainers to the largest bombers -- and see the fantastic interactive
scale models of the 77 types of military aircraft that were flown by WASP
MORPHIS VIRTUAL REALITY FLIGHT SIMULATOR- A futuristic, rotating and
gyrating capsule, that creates an ‘immersive’ flight experience, from the Stearman
to the Space Shuttle
WALL of INSPIRATION - A talking digital wall of quotes from WASP and those
inspired by them -- including WASP accomplishments after deactivation
The AVENGER CANTEEN where visitors can experience history as they sit in a
booth, sip a coke and listen to big band music on the jukebox
THE GALLERY - Artwork created by WASP (paintings, carvings, photographs,
jewelry, sculpture, needlework, posters, quilts, crafts) and traveling aviation
artwork on exhibit
WASP LIBRARY - A complete library of books, articles, records, and speeches. A
room full of materials by and about the WASP
DIGITAL VIDEO STUDIO - An on-site state-of-the-art editing studio, designed for
creating content for schools, television & radio stations, and other museums
DVD PRODUCER - A public workstation (with complete access to digital footage
from WASP interviews and stock footage from WWII) where visitors can create
their own WASP movie on DVD to take home with them
WASP GIFT SHOP- filled with WASP memorabilia and other aviation related gifts
The WASP HALL OF FAME -- An evolving gallery of outstanding women who have
made a difference in American aviation history, with the first honored inductee
being the visionary female pilot who created the WASP -- Jacqueline Cochran
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THE WASP WWII MUSEUM
AT AVENGER FIELD, SWEETWATER, TEXAS!

MUSEUM EXTERIOR: An artistic
recreation of the hangar and control
tower pictured on the cover, with a life
sized WASP statue standing tall and
majestic on her pedestal -- braving the
West Texas winds. This inspirational
statue will be surrounded by pools of
sparkling cascading waters and beautiful
landscaping, flanked by flags from all the
States from which the WASP came. The
WASP WWII Museum will be built on a
hill at the South end of the Avenger
Field, connected with a taxi strip and
private tarmac for visiting aircraft.

MUSEUM INTERIOR will feature, not the
usual WWII airplanes, but the most
state-of-the-art, multimedia explosion of
educational and entertaining adventures
of any museum in Texas. From the time
you enter the rotunda of the museum,
with its huge ‘glass ceiling’ dome
covering a replica of Avenger Field in
1943 -- airplanes taking off and landing
through snow storms or hot Texas
sandstorms, in all phases of training,
night or daytime flying -- you’ll know
you’re in an extraordinary place!

The centerpiece of this cutting-edge
interactive learning museum will be
digital video interviews with WASP,

instructors and citizens of Sweetwater,
as they relive their experiences and make
history ‘come alive!’ WASP will be
EVERYWHERE, surrounding visitors and
sharing stories in every corner of every
exhibit. Your words will offer colorful
examples of the values you have lived by
-- honor, patriotism, courage and service.

TALKING WALLS will surround visitors as
they begin a walk through the interactive
exhibits - downtown Sweetwater 1943,
with the Bluebonnet Hotel, Railroad
Station and the Corner Drug Store. Move
on to Avenger Field and walk through a
BAY, Ground School Engine Classroom,
Morse Code Room, Parachute Packing
Room, Link Trainers, Canteen, Ready
Room, Mess Hall, and much more.

This is just the beginning! Fasten your
seat belts as the people of Sweetwater
embark on a mission to build a museum
that will honor your service, inspire new
generations and make you proud.

This magnificent WASP MUSEUM will be
a showpiece for the State of Texas and a
lasting testimony to you -- the women
who inspired it.

Announcing plans to build a world class museum to honor you, the first women in histo-
ry to fly America’s military aircraft, to be built at the site of the only air field in America
used exclusively to train women pilots to fly ‘the Army way’.

The WASP WWII MUSEUM is for and about you. Everything in it
should honor and celebrate your courage, your patriotism, your
determination, your love of flying and your service to your country. We of
the WASP WWII Museum Association Steering Committee are proud to
be a part of this vision -- to make your history come alive!


